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-------- Easy MP3 Tools is a program, which features a user-friendly, easy-to-use and powerful interface. To access all features you have to click on the necessary "toolbar" button at the top left part of the main window. In some cases, all properties are accessible from the "options" menu of Easy MP3 Tools, for example if you need to modify the parameters of a single song or another whole playlist. Easy MP3 Tools has more than 100 options. Several of them are
connected to the columns on the left side of the window, which you can use to move between the program features. For example, you can choose the type of navigation for all the songs on your hard disk in a chosen folder, such as "by artist" or "by folder". This option can be found in the "navigation" tab. On the other hand, several options are offered in the "options" tab, from which you can customize your listening preferences. You can also simply choose the type
of option to display, such as the column in the left part of the window, "search" or "playlist" options. Easy MP3 Tools features a powerful set of tools for tagging single or multiple MP3 files, reading and creating.m3u,.wpl, and.pls playlists. It also offers you a comprehensive array of file renaming options in various combinations, including the renaming of files for mobile devices, capitalizing and replacing words, renaming of files by extracting the information from
their ID tag, and much more. Easy MP3 Tools Description: ------------------------------ Easy MP3 Tools is a program, which features a user-friendly, easy-to-use and powerful interface. To access all features you have to click on the necessary "toolbar" button at the top left part of the main window. In some cases, all properties are accessible from the "options" menu of Easy MP3 Tools, for example if you need to modify the parameters of a single song or another
whole playlist. Easy MP3 Tools has more than 100 options. Several of them are connected to the columns on the left side of the window, which you can use to move between the program features. For example, you can choose the type of navigation for all the songs on your hard disk in a chosen folder, such as "by artist" or "by folder". This option can be found in the "
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============================================== Easy MP3 Tools is an MP3 and music file management tool. It is a user-friendly, easy-to-use and powerful toolset for MP3 tags, books, and mobile-phone playlists. You can create, manage, search for and sort your MP3, WMA, WAV, and FLAC files, manage playlist, read and convert.m3u,.wpl and.pls files. The features of Easy MP3 Tools are: - Create and view tags, books and titles of MP3, WMA,
WAV and FLAC files and files from different devices. - Read and convert.m3u,.wpl and.pls files. - Manage, search for and sort MP3, WMA, WAV and FLAC files, and files from different devices. - Create, read and convert.m3u,.wpl and.pls playlist and books. - Batch file renaming. - Play or test MP3 music using Easy MP3 Tools player. - Auto tag music by OGG convertor. - File renaming by extracting the ID info from their file. It also comes with other simple
functions: - Text extraction. - Naming MP3/WMA/WAV/FLAC files by date, title, artist, album, genre and year of recording. - Read ID3-tags, MP3 header and calculate the following information of MP3 files: Album artist, Album, Genre, Year of recording, Total playtime, Bit rate, Track number. - Renaming MP3 files for different mobile devices. - Auto rename of MP3/WMA/WAV/FLAC files by extracting the name of the file from its ID tag. - Renaming of
MP3 files and files from different devices. - Capitalization of the file name. - Replace and Replace all words in the file name. - Convert from MP3/WMA/WAV/FLAC to OGG. - Extract ID from MP3, WMA and OGG files. - Extraction of Song/Artist/Album/Genre/ 09e8f5149f
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Easy MP3 Tools is a simple but effective and useful set of tools. It is used to rename, tag and organize your mp3 files. It's fast, easy-to-use and very powerful. Main features of Easy MP3 Tools: * RENAMING: you can rename, copy and delete files, create and remove folders. You can perform file renaming up to 8 files at once. * TAGGING: easy to tag your files with different metadata such as name, artist, album, year etc. And you can create, edit and delete tags at
any time. * PLAYLIST: easy to create playlists in different ways: playlist made of files, playlist created automatically from your MP3 collection, customize your playlists with a lot of options and other cool features. * FLY LIST, JAM LIST: you can open FLY LIST (windows like tree view) and JAM LIST for your MP3 collection. The files will appear in an organized way on your computer screen. * DEVICE MANAGEMENT: you can manage your MP3 collection
of devices in one place. View your MP3 collection on your phone, tablet, and other devices (MAC), even it is not mounted. * SEARCH: you can search your files easily. You can search all the data in the file (metadata and the audio) to find the right song. * URL SHORTCUT: you can create shortcuts with in files and folders. Also the links are created on your clipboard. * INEXPENSIVE: Easy MP3 Tools is more than just an amazing mp3 tool for you to tag your
mp3 collection. It's not an expensive program that is going to break your financial. * NO LIMITATIONS: you will never have a feeling that you are limited with Easy MP3 Tools; you can use it up to 10,000 files. * MOBILE: Easy MP3 Tools is compatible with all the platforms: MAC, Windows, iOS, Android, Blackberry, and Bada. * INTUITIVE: Easy MP3 Tools looks intuitive, it's very simple and easy to use. You have a beautiful interface which makes you feel
like everything you can do, you can do it. * ADVANCED: with Easy MP3 Tools you can do so many more advanced things with your file. There are at least 15-20 advanced features available in the program. * X WIDTH, X HE

What's New in the Easy MP3 Tools?

Easy MP3 Tools is a multi-purpose and powerful MP3 player and tag editor. It allows you to automatically tag MP3 files, edit created playlists, rename files and create.m3u,.wpl, and.pls playlists with ease. The top of this page is the wizard. Use it to simply start MP3 tagging, read and edit playlists, rename MP3 files, create.wpl and.pls playlists and use the other features of Easy MP3 Tools. Easy MP3 Tools allows you to do the following: - *  *Load and manage
playlists automatically for any folder - *  *Edit, rename and add new songs to folders - *  *Play and test your MP3 files - *  *Extract track or ID from MP3 files - *  *Rename MP3 files to extract ID information - *  *Rename MP3 files to extract ID information and change file extension - *  *Play MP3 files with .wpl playlist - *  *Merge multiple MP3 files into one - *  *Create and manage.pls and.wpl playlists - *  *Search by file name and folder name - *  *Read
and write tags to MP3 files - *  *Read and create tag from ID3v1, ID3v2.3, APE, Lame, and new APE2 tags - *  *Play MP3 file with .pls or .wpl playlists - *  *Retrieve mp3 information from ID3v2.4 and ID3v2.3 tags - *  *Rename .mp3 file based on mp3 extension - *  *Merge and split MP3 files - *  *Rename MP3 files with file extensions - *  *Read ID3v2.4 and ID3v2.3 tags from MP3 files - *  *Sort MP3 files by artist, track, album, genre, and year -
*  *Extract ID3v1 and APE tags from MP3 files - *  *Extract Album and Year information from ID3
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System Requirements For Easy MP3 Tools:

The server is perfectly compatible with a single Core i7 3.0GHz system. It is meant to be played on high settings. The recommended specs for a gaming PC are an Intel Core i5 4.0GHz processor with at least 6 GB of RAM. Perks: 5x Faster than on Campaigns. Chat and personal messages are a lot more persistent. Map selection is random, and connected players can be selected for their last 10 choices. Customization-wise, the buildings are much more robust (
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